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ABSTRACT
Objective To study the association of self-reported
physical activity level with prognosis in a cohort of
patients with coronary heart disease (CHD), with a
special focus on the dose–response relationship with
different levels of physical activity.
Methods Data were drawn from a prospective cohort
of 1038 subjects with stable CHD in which frequency of
strenuous leisure time physical activity was assessed
repeatedly over 10 years of follow-up. Multiple Cox
proportional hazards regression models were used to
assess the association of physical activity level with
different outcomes of prognosis (major cardiovascular
events, cardiovascular mortality, all-cause mortality), with
different sets of adjustments for potential confounders
and taking into account time-dependence of frequency
of physical activity.
Results A decline in engagement in physical activity
over follow-up was observed. For all outcomes, the
highest hazards were consistently found in the least
active patient group, with a roughly twofold risk for
major cardiovascular events and a roughly fourfold risk
for both cardiovascular and all-cause mortality in
comparison to the reference group of moderately
frequent active patients. Furthermore, when taking
time-dependence of physical activity into account, our
data indicated reverse J-shaped associations of physical
activity level with cardiovascular mortality, with the most
frequently active patients also having increased hazards
(2.36, 95% CI 1.05 to 5.34).
Conclusions This study substantiated previous findings
on the increased risks for adverse outcomes in physically
inactive CHD patients. In addition, we also found
evidence of increased cardiovascular mortality in patients
with daily strenuous physical activity, which warrants
further investigation.

INTRODUCTION
Extensive research has established that physical
activity is inversely associated with the risk of
developing cardiovascular disease in healthy
adults.1 In patients with manifest cardiovascular
disease, current clinical practice guidelines recom-
mend encouraging patients to undertake daily mod-
erate intensity physical exercise for secondary
prevention. For example, a pertinent US guideline
recommends 30–60 min moderate intensity aerobic
activity, such as brisk walking, at least 5 days and
preferably 7 days per week.2

While such recommendations are based on
numerous clinical trials clearly showing that
exercise-based cardiac rehabilitation improves prog-
nosis in heart disease patients,3 4 only a few pro-
spective studies have examined the potential benefit
of physical activity in clinical practice under real-
life conditions. These consistently found the
highest risks for adverse outcomes in the most
inactive patients,5–10 yet the exact dose–response
relationship with different levels of physical activity
is still unclear. For example, one study found linear
trends towards lower mortality with increasing
levels of exercise;8 another study found a curvilin-
ear association, with the greatest relative mortality
differences in those with lower physical activity
level and a levelling off of the risk with increasing
levels7; and another study even showed increased
mortality rates in the vigorously active group.10

In some disagreement with the tenor of recom-
mendations outlined in clinical practice guidelines,
these studies consistently reported substantial bene-
fits of physical activity already at lower levels com-
pared to inactive subjects, but with higher levels
not conferring much (if any) additional benefit. Of
note, most studies measure or consider physical
activity at baseline only, which may lead to an
underestimation of the risk in the lowest activity
group since physical activity level is likely to
decrease with age and thus over time.11

In this study, we investigated the association of
leisure time physical activity level with prognosis in a
cohort of patients with coronary heart disease
(CHD). We were especially interested in the dose–
response relationship with different levels of physical
activity and also took changes in physical activity
level during long-term follow-up into account.

METHODS
Study design and participants
Data from the KAROLA study were used for this
investigation. As reported in detail elsewhere,12 the
KAROLA study is a prospective cohort study com-
prising subjects that were recruited in 1999 and 2000
in two rehabilitation clinics in middle and southern
Germany (Klinik am Südpark, Bad Nauheim;
Schwabenland-Klinik, Isny-Neutrauchburg). All
CHD patients aged 30–70, who were undergoing
inpatient cardiovascular rehabilitation in these
clinics because of the recent occurrence of an acute
cardiovascular event or procedure (acute coronary
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syndrome, acute myocardial infarction, coronary artery revascular-
isation) within the past 3 months before admission, were eligible
for the study. Overall, the study included 1206 patients at baseline.

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committees of
the Universities of Ulm and Heidelberg, and by the ethics
boards of the chambers of physicians of the federal states of
Hessen and Baden-Wuerttemberg. Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants before enrolment in the
study.

Baseline and follow-up examinations
Health related and sociodemographic data were collected from
patients with self-administered standardised questionnaires at
rehabilitation. Additional information on medical findings and
secondary diagnoses was obtained from hospital medical
records. Patients were recontacted 1, 3, 4.5, 6, 8 and 10 years
after discharge from the rehabilitation clinic to collect lifestyle
related, health related and sociodemographic information by
means of self-administered standardised questionnaires. In add-
ition, primary care physicians of patients were contacted to
obtain medical information and incidence of cardiovascular
events. For patients deceased during follow-up, death certificates
were retrieved from local health authorities and the main cause
of death was coded according to the current International
Classification of Diseases (ICD).

Outcomes
Three different outcomes of prognosis were examined over
10 years of follow-up in this study. Occurrence of major cardio-
vascular events is a combined endpoint that included both fatal
and non-fatal cardiovascular events (myocardial infarction and
stroke; ie, ICD-9, pos. 390–459 up to year 4.5 follow-up and
ICD-10, pos. I00–I99 thereafter). These were defined as either
cardiovascular disease as main cause of death (as stated in the
death certificate) or non-fatal events as reported by the primary
care physician. Cardiovascular mortality as endpoint included
only deaths from cardiovascular disease (as stated in the death
certificate), and all-cause mortality as endpoint included deaths
of any cause.

Assessment of physical activity
The first measurement of physical activity level outside of the
rehabilitation programme was with the patient questionnaire at
the year 1 follow-up. Frequency of leisure time physical activity
was assessed with the question ‘On average, how often have you
engaged in physically strenuous and sweat-inducing activity in
your leisure time in the past 12 months (ie, cycling, speedy
hiking, gardening, sport)?’ Answers were categorised into
‘daily’, ‘5 to 6 times per week’, ‘2 to 4 times per week’, ‘1 to 4
times per month’ and ‘rarely or never’. Further assessments with
the exact same question were conducted 1, 3, 6, 8 and 10 years
after rehabilitation. In addition, patients were asked to give the
overall duration of these activities as average number of hours
per week at year 1 follow-up.

Covariates
Sociodemographic covariates of interest were age, sex, school
education and employment status. Included health related mea-
sures were body mass index (BMI), smoking status, self-reported
poor health, number of affected vessels, LV function, and history
of myocardial infarction, stroke, diabetes mellitus or hyperten-
sion. BMI was categorised as normal (<25 kg/m2), overweight
(≥25–30 kg/m2) and obese (>30 kg/m2). Self-reported smoking
status was categorised as current, former and never-smoking. In

order to reduce potential misclassification bias due to misreport-
ing, the smoking status at the year 1 follow-up was validated
based on serum cotinine measurements as reported in more
detail elsewhere.13 14 Briefly, self-reported non-smokers with a
serum cotinine level of ≥15 ng/mL were reclassified as smokers.
Thus, 31 self-reported never-smokers, 108 self-reported former
smokers and one subject with missing information were reclassi-
fied as smokers, which increased smoking prevalence at year 1
follow-up from 8.6 to 22.2%. Subjective health status was
assessed with the question ‘How would you rate your current
health status’, with six response options ranging from ‘very poor’
to ‘very good’. The responses ‘very poor’ and ‘poor’ were com-
bined into a binary variable indicating self-reported poor health.
The severity of CHD was categorised by the number of affected
vessels based on angiographic evaluation (single-, double- and
triple-vessel disease), according to the medical records at the
rehabilitation clinic. Histories of myocardial infarction, stroke,
diabetes mellitus and hypertension were constructed as binary
variables, based on medical records at the rehabilitation clinic
and physician reports at year 1 follow-up.

Statistical analyses
The study population was described with respect to various
sociodemographic and medical characteristics. Crude relation-
ships between physical activity level and outcomes of prognosis
were examined by computation of incidence and mortality
rates, respectively.

For the multivariate analyses, multiple Cox proportional
hazards regression models were employed. For the categorical
explanatory variable reflecting frequency of physical activity, the
medium category was chosen as reference group (‘2 to 4 times
per week’), since it represented the largest and a quite constant
share of subjects over time and this approach further facilitated
the examination of potential curvilinear relationships. The Cox
models included adjustments for study site and for different sets
of potential sociodemographic, lifestyle and health related
potential confounders and predictors of prognosis (sex, age,
education, employment status, smoking status, BMI, self-
reported poor health, number of affected vessels, LV function,
and history of myocardial infarction, diabetes or hypertension).

Since physical activity level is not constant over the life
course, particularly in an elderly diseased population, but likely
to decrease over time, an additional Cox model was fitted in
which physical activity level was treated as a time-dependent
predictor variable.15 In another model, other repeatedly mea-
sured covariates that are likely to change over time were intro-
duced as time-varying covariates; these were BMI, self-reported
poor health and employment status. Of note, these models
exclude patients who dropped out over follow-up and did not
participate in follow-up examinations (114 patients).

In order to explore dose–response relationships of duration
of strenuous physical activity with outcomes of prognosis,
restricted cubic splines analysis was employed.16

All statistical tests were two-sided, with an α level of 0.05.
SAS V.9.2 was used throughout.

RESULTS
Cohort description
In our cohort of patients with clinically manifest CHD, 1043 of
1188 subjects still alive at 1 year after rehabilitation (89%) parti-
cipated in the year 1 follow-up. Among these, 1038 subjects
reported on the frequency of physical activity, constituting the
study sample. The majority of subjects were older than 60 years
(median age 61), male, overweight, current or former smoker,
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and had a history of myocardial infarction and hypertension
(table 1). Around 40% of subjects were physically active 2 to 4
times per week, around 30% of subjects reported higher, and
another 30% reported lower frequencies of physical activity,
with around 10% reporting that they rarely or never engaged in
physical activity. Median duration of strenuous activity was 5 h
per week (IQR 7).

Physical activity level over time
We observed substantial changes of physical activity level over
follow-up (figure 1). While the share of patients engaging in
physical activity 5 to 6 times per week or daily decreased con-
tinuously over time, the share of those who were never physic-
ally active or for only 1 to 4 times per month increased. The
portion of subjects who engaged in physical activity 2 to 4 times
a week however remained comparably stable over time at
around 40%.

Associations of physical activity level with prognosis
Mean follow-up time (±SD) was 8.1 years (±3.1).

The crude rates of incidence of major cardiovascular events
and mortality rates were consistently highest in the least physic-
ally active group (‘rarely/never’) and lowest in those who
engaged in physical activity 2 to 4 times per week (table 2).
Increased rates were also found in daily active subjects. For the
mortality outcomes, the crude relationships with physical activ-
ity levels revealed a reverse J-shaped association with decreasing
levels of physical activity, that is, with increased mortality rates

Table 1 Characteristics of the study sample at 1-year follow-up

N (%)

Total 1038 (100)
Age
30–49 years 151 (14.6)
50–59 years 299 (28.8)
≥60 years 588 (56.7)

Sex
Male 884 (85.2)
Female 154 (14.8)

Education
Low (≤9 years) 413 (40.1)
Moderate (10–11 years) 235 (22.8)
High (12–13 years) 178 (17.3)
Unknown 7

Employment status
Employed 315 (30.4)
Not employed, unemployed, retired 722 (69.6)
Unknown 1

BMI
<25 kg/m2 246 (23.7)
25–30 kg/m2 560 (54.0)
>30 kg/m2 231 (22.3)
Unknown 1

Smoking status (cotinine-validated)
Never smoker 307 (29.7)
Former smoker 498 (48.2)

Current smoker 229 (22.2)
Unknown 4

Frequency of strenuous physical activity
Daily 159 (15.3)
5–6 times/week 164 (15.8)
2–4 times/week 429 (41.3)
1–4 times/month 192 (18.5)
Rarely/never 94 (9.1)

Number of affected vessels
1-vessel disease 272 (27.5)
2-vessel disease 280 (28.3)
3-vessel disease 437 (44.2)
Unknown 49

LV function
Not or only mildly impaired 752 (78.7)
Moderately or severely impaired 203 (21.3)
Unknown 83

History of myocardial infarction
Yes 602 (58.0)
No 436 (42.0)

History of stroke
Yes 44 (4.6)
No 919 (95.4)
Unknown 75

History of diabetes
Yes 190 (18.5)
No 839 (81.5)
Unknown 9

History of hypertension
Yes 698 (68.0)
No 328 (32.0)
Unknown 12

Self-reported health

Poor/very poor 49 (4.7)

Continued

Table 1 Continued

N (%)

Not so good 142 (13.7)
Satisfactory 473 (45.7)
Good/very good 372 (35.9)
Unknown 2

Study centre
Isny 537 (51.7)
Bad Nauheim 501 (48.3)

Figure 1 Distribution of physical activity level over follow-up.
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in both the most and the least frequently active, but with consid-
erably higher mortality rates in the least physically active.

HRs for different levels of physical activity and outcomes
of prognosis are reported in table 3. After adjustment for
potential lifestyle and health related confounders, a roughly
twofold increased risk for major cardiovascular events was
observed in those who at the first measurement indicated rare
or no physical activity (models 2 and 3), and persisted when
treating physical activity and also other covariates as time-
dependent variables (models 4 and 5). In the models including
time-dependent variables, a tendency towards increased risk was
also observed for the group engaging in physical activity 1 to 4
times per month, and in those who engaged in daily
physical activity.

For non-fatal cardiovascular events, no clear dose–response
association was observed with different levels of physical
activity.

The HRs for cardiovascular mortality were substantially and
significantly increased in the least physically active group com-
pared to the reference group of moderately active subjects in all
models, with a roughly fourfold risk. The relationship tended to
be reverse J-shaped, although a significantly increased HR in the
most frequently active group was only observed in those models
that included time-dependent covariates.

Comparable patterns were seen for physical activity and risk
of all-cause mortality, with the HR being significantly increased
and roughly four times higher in the least active group than in
the reference group, and with a nearly twofold risk in the more

frequently active groups. Again, the overall relationship tended
to take a reverse J-shaped form.

Dose–response relationships of hours of physical activity per
week with outcomes are shown in figure 2. The dose–response
curves reveal reverse J-shaped associations for cardiovascular
and all-cause mortality.

DISCUSSION
In this observational study in more than 1000 patients with
manifest CHD, we investigated the prognostic implications of
self-reported leisure time physical activity. As expected, we
observed evidence for a poorer prognosis in physically inactive
patients. Furthermore, our data indicated a reverse J-shaped
association of physical activity, especially with cardiovascular
mortality: both inactive and daily active patients had increased
hazards of mortality compared to the reference group of
patients who were active 2 to 4 times per week, but with the
hazards being highest in the inactive patient group.

Our data showed substantial decrease in engagement in phys-
ical activity over follow-up. The greatest and also a quite con-
stant share of subjects were those who were moderately
frequently active (2 to 4 times per week), which in our study
was also the physical activity level that seemed to confer the
greatest benefit in terms of survival. Pertinent current clinical
practice guidelines however recommend physical activity on at
least 5 days a week,2 17 which in our study was accomplished
only in less than one third of the baseline sample with decreas-
ing tendency over time, and which was associated with increased
hazards of cardiovascular mortality. One possible explanation
for our study findings not being in agreement with recommen-
dations of current guidelines could be that these are mainly
based on evidence from randomised controlled trials. Such trials
undoubtedly are the gold-standard method when evaluating the
efficacy of interventions such as cardiovascular rehabilitation,
but may have limited external validity with regard to applicabil-
ity to real-life conditions because they apply strict inclusion and
exclusion criteria that might lead to an exclusion of subjects at
highest risk for adverse outcomes. Such issues have also been
criticised by a pertinent meta-analysis on the effectiveness of
cardiovascular rehabilitation, which found that the population
studied in the included trials was predominantly male, middle
aged and at low risk, and thus not representative of usual clin-
ical practice.3

A potential explanation of our finding of worse prognosis in
the most frequently physically active group could be that vigor-
ous exercise increases the risk of ventricular arrhythmias and
sudden cardiac death during or after exertion, especially in
adults with heart conditions.18–21 While the risk of a cardiovas-
cular event has been found to be low even during high-intensity
exercise in a cardiovascular rehabilitation setting and especially
with medical supervision,18 22 the risk could however be
increased with unsupervised leisure time exercise of comparable
intensity. Unfortunately, our data do not allow identifying
whether the recorded deaths occurred in relation to physical
activity.

The repeated measurement of physical activity provided us
with the opportunity to account for changes in physical activity
level over time. The first assessment of physical activity was at
the year 1 follow-up and referred to the past 12 months, that is,
to the first year after cardiovascular rehabilitation. Since lifestyle
modifications that are achieved during rehabilitation are often
not maintained in the long run,23 it is not unlikely that the first
measurement at 12 months post-rehabilitation did not accurately
reflect true long-term physical activity patterns. Considering

Table 2 Event numbers, person-years and crude event rates per
1000 person-years by frequency of strenuous physical activity at
baseline

Events Person-years

Incidence/mortality rate
(95% CI) per 1000
person-years

Major cardiovascular events
Daily 24 1287.3 18.6 (12.5 to 27.8)
5–6×/week 29 1395.5 20.8 (14.4 to 29.9)
2–4×/week 61 3538.2 17.2 (13.4 to 22.2)
1–4×/month 39 1496.0 26.1 (19.1 to 35.7)
Rarely/never 29 624.5 46.4 (32.3 to 66.8)

Non-fatal cardiovascular events
Daily 11 1211.7 9.1 (5.0 to 16.4)
5–6×/week 24 1351.3 17.8 (11.9 to 26.5)
2–4×/week 42 3382.6 12.4 (9.2 to 16.8)
1–4×/month 26 1372.1 19.0 (12.9 to 27.8)
Rarely/never 9 476.0 18.9 (9.8 to 36.3)

Cardiovascular mortality
Daily 14 1481.9 9.5 (5.6 to 16.0)
5–6×/week 10 1617.9 6.2 (3.3 to 11.5)
2–4×/week 19 4188.1 4.5 (2.9 to 7.1)
1–4×/month 15 1849.8 8.1 (4.9 to 13.5)
Rarely/never 23 789.8 29.1 (19.4 to 43.8)

All-cause mortality
Daily 24 1481.9 16.2 (10.9 to 24.2)
5–6×/week 14 1617.9 8.7 (5.1 to 14.6)
2–4×/week 32 4188.1 7.6 (5.4 to 10.8)
1–4×/month 26 1849.8 14.1 (9.6 to 20.6)
Rarely/never 35 789.8 44.3 (31.8 to 61.7)
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only baseline level of physical activity, as done in previous
studies with one notable exception,6 could therefore lead to an
underestimation of the risk in the lowest activity group as
demonstrated by a methodological study.11 This is supported
by our results, which revealed higher HRs for inactive
patients in the model taking time-dependence into account com-
pared to the baseline prediction model with an identical set of
adjustments. In addition, the HRs in the most active patient
group tended to be underestimated in the baseline prediction
models. Of note, besides accounting for changes in physical
activity over time, using a medium exposure group as the refer-
ence group could also have contributed to reducing potential
bias, since physically inactive subjects are possibly more likely to
also have other unfavourable health behaviours or to have
poorer health.

A major limitation of this study is the relatively crude assess-
ment of our explanatory variable, which was solely based on
self-report. The measure was further limited by relying on sub-
jects’ definitions of strenuous and sweat-inducing physical activ-
ity and not assessing type and intensity of activities. However,
despite some potential for misclassification, solely assessing the
time dimension of strenuous physical activity in our cohort of

mostly older subjects with manifest CHD and frequent
co-morbid conditions, whose abilities to exercise might be gen-
erally limited, could still be sufficient for ranking subjects with
regard to their level of activity. In addition, even though the
HRs in the most active group were consistently above 1 for the
mortality outcomes, the confidence limits often included 1 and
our results might thus also be due to chance. Although we
believe that the consistency and robustness of our results
support the general validity of our findings, a more detailed
instrument would have provided the opportunity for more
in-depth and confirmatory analyses.

Because patients with poorer health are less likely to engage
in strenuous physical activity, reverse causation bias could have
led to an overestimation of the hazards in the inactive patient
group and to an underestimation in the most physically active.
However, we adjusted for baseline history of co-morbid condi-
tions and for self-reported poor health in order to limit the
potential for bias.

Physical activity seemed to be most strongly associated with
mortality outcomes, but it should be kept in mind that the pre-
sented endpoints are not distinct, with fatal cardiovascular
events being a subset of both major cardiovascular events and

Table 3 Association of frequency of strenuous physical activity with outcomes of prognosis, results of Cox proportional hazards regression
models

Model 1* Model 2† Model 3‡ Model 4§ Model 5¶

HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI) HR 95% (CI) HR 95% (CI)

Major cardiovascular events
Daily 0.98 (0.61 to 1.58) 0.92 (0.57 to 1.48) 1.03 (0.61 to 1.73) 1.50 (0.85 to 2.66) 1.54 (0.87 to 2.71)
5–6×/week 1.12 (0.72 to 1.75) 1.11 (0.71 to 1.73) 1.37 (0.84 to 2.24) 1.17 (0.60 to 2.28) 1.16 (0.60 to 2.25)
2–4×/week 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref.
1–4×/month 1.46 (0.98 to 2.20) 1.35 (0.90 to 2.04) 1.43 (0.90 to 2.27) 1.55 (0.95 to 2.54) 1.58 (0.96 to 2.58)
Rarely/never 2.77 (1.75 to 4.37) 2.26 (1.41 to 3.63) 2.03 (1.21 to 3.42) 2.05 (1.20 to 3.51) 1.85 (1.06 to 3.23)
N (Events) 1021 (182) 1015 (179) 878 (152) 881 (123) 891 (122)

Non-fatal cardiovascular events
Daily 0.68 (0.35 to 1.32) 0.65 (0.33 to 1.28) 0.71 (0.33 to 1.52) 1.21 (0.54 to 2.71) 1.20 (0.54 to 2.69)
5–6×/week 1.37 (0.83 to 2.28) 1.36 (0.82 to 2.26) 1.75 (0.99 to 3.09) 2.56 (1.26 to 5.20) 2.52 (1.24 to 5.12)
2–4×/week 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref.
1–4×/month 1.48 (0.90 to 2.43) 1.35 (0.82 to 2.23) 1.63 (0.94 to 2.85) 1.30 (0.72 to 2.34) 1.34 (0.74 to 2.41)
Rarely/never 1.49 (0.72 to 3.11) 1.35 (0.64 to 2.83) 1.37 (0.62 to 3.01) 2.51 (1.38 to 4.56) 2.12 (1.12 to 4.02)

N (Events) 951 (112) 947 (111) 819 (93) 806 (91) 802 (89)
Cardiovascular mortality
Daily 1.79 (0.89 to 3.60) 1.65 (0.82 to 3.32) 1.73 (0.83 to 3.60) 2.36 (1.05 to 5.34) 2.37 (1.05 to 5.34)
5–6×/week 1.18 (0.55 to 2.55) 1.13 (0.52 to 2.43) 1.19 (0.52 to 2.71) 1.23 (0.43 to 3.51) 1.22 (0.43 to 3.46)
2–4×/week 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref.
1–4×/month 1.70 (0.86 to 3.36) 1.58 (0.80 to 3.14) 1.30 (0.60 to 2.85) 1.48 (0.66 to 3.32) 1.53 (0.68 to 3.44)
Rarely/never 6.40 (3.43 to 11.96) 5.07 (2.67 to 9.63) 3.80 (1.84 to 7.86) 3.30 (1.61 to 6.78) 3.39 (1.62 to 7.10)

N (Events) 1030 (81) 1024 (79) 885 (70) 889 (65) 900 (65)
All-cause mortality
Daily 1.78 (1.04 to 3.04) 1.64 (0.96 to 2.81) 1.62 (0.92 to 2.88) 1.69 (0.86 to 3.33) 1.77 (0.90 to 3.47)
5–6×/week 1.00 (0.53 to 1.87) 0.94 (0.50 to 1.76) 1.00 (0.52 to 1.96) 1.70 (0.82 to 3.53) 1.69 (0.81 to 3.50)
2–4×/week 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref. 1.00 Ref.
1–4×/month 1.75 (1.04 to 2.95) 1.60 (0.95 to 2.70) 1.53 (0.86 to 2.72) 1.69 (0.92 to 3.10) 1.74 (0.95 to 3.21)
Rarely/never 5.36 (3.26 to 8.81) 4.52 (2.71 to 7.52) 3.50 (1.97 to 6.20) 3.92 (2.26 to 6.79) 3.81 (2.17 to 6.70)

N (Events) 1030 (130) 1024 (128) 885 (114) 889 (110) 900 (110)

*Adjusted for sex, age, education and study site. Physical activity refers to year 1 follow-up measurement.
†As model 1, but additionally adjusted for employment status, cotinine-validated smoking status and BMI.
‡As model 2, but additionally adjusted for self-reported poor health, history of myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, LV function and number of affected vessels.
§As model 3, but treating physical activity as time-dependent predictor variable.
¶As model 4, but additionally treating BMI, self-reported poor health and employment status as time-dependent covariates.
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all-cause mortality, which could partly explain similarities in
observed associations.

Finally, although we carefully controlled for a number of
potential confounders, we cannot rule out the possibility of
residual confounding by imperfect measurement of character-
istics or by unmeasured confounders.

To conclude, this study substantiated previous findings on the
health benefits of physical activity in patients with manifest
CHD: subjects who rarely or never engage in physical activity
showed a substantially worse prognosis than those who were
physically active for 2 to 4 times per week. Physical activity
should thus be considered an integral part of a long-term sec-
ondary prevention strategy and further encouraged in inactive
patients. In addition, consistent with the results of previous
studies, despite differences in assessment of physical activity,7 8 10

we found that higher frequencies of physical activity did not
confer additional benefit beyond that of physical activity of
moderate frequency and duration, which suggests the existence
of an upper limit for benefits. In some agreement with one pre-
vious study,10 our data even suggest that daily active subjects
might have poorer prognosis compared to the moderately fre-
quently active. Given the limitation of our physical activity
assessment, further investigations of a potential reverse J-shaped
association of physical activity with prognosis in CHD patients
seem warranted. In order to inform recommendations on the
optimal amount of physical activity for patients with cardiovas-
cular disease, further research is particularly needed on whether
there exists a threshold at which risks outweigh the benefits.

Key messages

What is already known on this subject
▸ It is established that physical activity improves prognosis in

heart disease patients.
▸ Current clinical practice guidelines recommend up to daily

moderate-intensity physical exercise in heart disease
patients, although the dose–response relationship of
physical activity with prognosis is still unclear.

What this study adds
▸ We examined the association of leisure time physical activity

with prognosis in a prospective cohort study comprising
patients with stable coronary heart disease.

▸ As expected, the highest hazards for adverse outcomes were
found in the least active patient group.

▸ However, substantially increased hazards were also observed
in the most frequently physically active groups, indicating
reverse J-shaped associations of physical activity level with
cardiovascular mortality.

Contributors UM carried out the statistical analyses and drafted the manuscript.
HB is the principal investigator of the KAROLA study. All authors contributed to the
interpretation of the data, revised drafts critically for important intellectual content,
and reviewed and approved the final manuscript.

Figure 2 Relationship between overall duration of strenuous activity in hours per week and different outcomes of prognosis. Solid black line: point
estimates; grey dashed lines: 95% CIs. The black circles in the point estimates curve represent the knots, which were set at the 5th, 50th and 95th
percentiles according to the distributions of the continuous exposure variable. The median was set as the reference value. The models were adjusted
for season, sex, age, education, employment status, study site, cotinine-validated smoking status, BMI, self-reported poor health, history of
myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, hypertension and number of affected vessels.
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HEART 
 
Too much prolonged high intensity exercise risks heart health 
 
Two studies indicate J shaped curve for benefits of physical activity: more doesn’t always mean better 
 
[A reverse J-shaped association of leisure time physical activity with prognosis in patients with stable 
coronary heart disease: evidence from a large cohort with repeated measurements Online First doi 
10.1136/heartjnl-2013-305242] And 
[Atrial fibrillation is associated with different levels of physical activity at different ages in men Online 
First doi 10.1136/heartjnl-2013-305304] 
 
Linked editorial [Exercise and the heart: unmasking Mr Hyde Online First doi 10.1136/heartjnl-2014-
305780] 
 
Overdosing on high intensity exercise may actually increase the risk of death from a heart attack or 
stroke in those with existing heart disease, suggests German research published online in the journal 
Heart. 
 
Similarly, a second Swedish study in the journal suggests that young men undertaking endurance 
exercise for more than five hours a week may increase their risk of developing an irregular heart 
rhythm in later life. 
 
Both sets of findings indicate a J-shaped curve for the health benefits of exercise, with more not 
always meaning better, and raise questions about the intensity and duration of physical activity at 
different times of life, says a linked editorial. 
 
In the German study, the researchers tracked the frequency and intensity of physical activity and the 
survival of more than 1000 people with stable coronary artery heart disease for 10 years.  
 
All the participants, most of whom were in their 60s, had attended a cardiac rehabilitation programme 
to help them exercise regularly and ward off a further heart attack or stroke.  
 
Current guidance recommends that heart disease patients should do up to an hour of moderate 
intensity aerobic activity at least five times a week. Around 40% were physically active 2-4 times 
weekly; 30% did more; 30% did less. Overall, one in 10 said they rarely or never did any exercise. 
 
Exercise frequency tended to tail off off during the monitoring period, although it remained stable for 
those physically active 2-4 times a week.  
 
After taking account of other influential factors, the most physically inactive were around twice as 
likely to have a heart attack/stroke as those who were regularly physically active. And they were 
around four times as likely to die of cardiovascular and all other causes. 
 
But somewhat surprisingly, those who did the most strenuous daily exercise were also more than 
twice as likely to die of a heart attack/stroke, the findings showed. 
 
In the Swedish study, the researchers quizzed more than 44,000 45-79 year old men about their 
leisure time physical activity patterns at the ages of 15, 30, 50, and during the past year, when their 
average age was 60. 
.  
Participants’ heart health was tracked for an average of 12 years from 1997 onwards to gauge how 
many developed an irregular heartbeat or atrial fibrillation— a known risk factor for stroke. 
 
They found that men who had exercised intensively for more than five hours a week were 19% more 
likely to have developed the condition by the age of 60 than those exercising for less than one hour a 
week. 
 
This level of risk rose to 49% among those who did more than five hours of exercise a week at the 
age of 30, but who subsequently did less than an hour by the time they were 60. 



 
But those who cycled or walked briskly for an hour a day or more at the age of 60 
were around 13% less likely to develop atrial fibrillation than those who did virtually no exercise at all. 
 
In a linked editorial, Spanish authors suggest that this might be because the intensity of exercise is 
likely to be greater at the age of 30 than it is at the age of 60, so may have less extreme effects on the 
body. 
 
But both studies point to intensity and duration of exercise as critical factors in the associations found, 
they say. And they describe “a similar U-shaped or reverse J-shaped pattern for the dose-response 
effect of exercise: maximum cardiovascular benefits are obtained if performed at moderate doses, 
while these benefits are lost with (very high) intensity and prolonged efforts.” 
 
While it seems “counterintuitive” to think that physical activity could aggravate heart disease, other 
smaller studies have also suggested this possibility, they add, with endurance training in particular, 
linked to an acute (reversible) pro-inflammatory state. 
 
Genes may also have an important role in determining the ‘safety threshold,’ they go on to suggest. 
 
But while our perceptions of how much exercise is good for us may be changing, the fact remains that 
none is bad for our long term health, they emphasise. “A thin line separates accurate information and 
unnecessary alarmism, leading to inactivity and consequent heart disease,” they warn. 
 
“The benefits of exercise are definitely not to be questioned; on the contrary, they should be 
reinforced. The studies reviewed here, and future studies, will serve to maximise benefits obtained by 
regular exercise while preventing undesirable effects—just like all other drugs and therapies,” they 
conclude. 

 


